Which operation is described?
Bricker conduit during Type I supravelvatoric anterior evisceration for relapsed cervical carcinoma"

Local recurrence of cervical cancer after radiation therapy is probably one of the most complications. Up to 70% of patients with cervical cancer receive radiation at some point in their treatment. It is well known that one out of three of these patients will suffer recurrent or persistent disease. In more than 80% of these cases, the disease will recur within the first 2 years after treatment (1).

Re-irradiation may be proposed in very highly selected cases after a long interval free of disease. However, re-irradiation dramatically increases the rate of severe complications, especially fistulas, if used shortly after the first treatment Only a pelvic exenteration or evisceration can achieve tumor-free margins in these cases. During the last 60 years, this surgery has been proven successful in selected cases of recurrent pelvic cervical cancer after radiation, obtaining 5-year overall survival rates higher than 30% (3, 4).

In 1948, Brunschwig was the first surgeon to publish his preliminary experience with pelvic exenteration. Soon, his technique started to be used in other American institutions, becoming the gold standard of treatment in recurrent cervical cancer after radiation (5-7).

However, urinary diversion can be needed after bladder resection. The goal of any form of urinary tract is to deliver the urine to outside with a minimum interference of life style, with a maximum protection of the urinary tract. Since Bricker first described his procedure in 1950, the ileal conduit has been the gold standard for urinary diversions after cystectomy for bladder cancer or after exenteration for a gynecological relapse in irradiated patients (Fig. 1, 2). A 15-to 20-cm-long distal ileal segment is isolated (Fig. 3), and the ureters are implanted in the proximal end (Fig. 4 and 5) or in the antimesenteric edge. The stoma is usually below and to the right of the umbilicus (8).

Most gynecologic oncologists who perform exenteration use this maneuver. With Magrina’s classification, exenteration is divided into supravelvator (type I), infravelvator (type II) and infravelvator with vulvectomy (type III), and, an additional category, extended (7). This division can help to facilitate communication when referring to these patients. It can also facilitate a more detailed analysis of operative risk factors, complications, and results and can increase our knowledge of the indications and limitations of the different exenterative procedures.

In the gynecologic oncology setting, a colostomy is also widely used, but there are a number of reasons to choose an ileostomy as the preferred temporary stoma in these patients: 1. Ileostomy not only protects the colorectal anastomosis but also may protect the small bowel anastomosis that closes the donor area for the urinary conduit. 2. Commencement of small bowel function is almost immediate, allowing patients to eat sooner. 3. The rate of complications in the small bowel is significantly lower upon closing the stoma. Long-term complications of ileal conduit diversion are frequent; the most common are stomal or peristomal problems, parastomal hernia, conduit stenosis, and upper tract deterioration.
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